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Campaign proclaims Harper
and Bush Brokeback buddies

Stickers raise eyebrows around Concordia, but some doubt their effectiveness
GIUSEPPE VALIANTE
The Link

MONTRÉAL (CUP)—The youth wing
of the Liberal party wants to highlight
what it sees as the close relationship
between US President George Bush
and Prime Minister Stephen Harper.
They’ve sent out around 100 stickers to their university campus chapters
across the country in hopes of stirring
debate among young Canadians on
what they see as a concerning trend.
“[The stickers] are kind of a fun
thing, but at the same time it’s highlighting an important message: our
Prime Minister Stephen Harper is the
ideological soulmate of George W
Bush,” said Richard Diamond, president of the Young Liberals of Canada.
The stickers feature the two politicians in the poster for the movie
Brokeback Mountain, about an affair
between two cowboys. The Young
Liberal version is titled Brokeback
Conservatism and carries the tagline:
“A story about two friends who share
ideas, ideologies, and long walks on
the beach ... .”
Diamond believes young Canadians
should be concerned about the relationship between the two leaders.
He gave the example of how Harper
plans on discarding the Kyoto protocol and is opening up the debate
about same-sex marriage.
“To me, [same-sex marriage] is
an issue of equality. [Harper] wants
to reopen this discussion, these are
things that smack of George W Bush
Republicanism,” Diamond said.
However, Nick Blesser, former vicepresident of the Young Liberals at
Montréal’s Concordia University, doesn’t
think the sticker campaign is effective,
although he does believe that Harper is,
in some ways, similar to Bush.
“I think [the campaign] is a little
over the top. I don’t think that they
have that much in common,” he said.
“I think it’s demonizing both individuals, which isn’t always a good
idea. It creates more skepticism, and
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there is already too much of that
among young people today.”
Concordia University communications major Maxine Dore doesn’t
like the artwork or what’s seen as
the target audience. “It’s effective for
smart-ass hipsters, but nobody really
cares what they have to say.”
Dore said the Young Liberals are
wasting their time trying to reach the
university demographic altogether,
arguing that the people who matter—
businessmen and older generations—
aren’t sold.

“The people who matter when it
comes to making political decisions
aren’t going to pay attention to this,”
Dore said. “The people who don’t
matter will pay attention.”
“George found a real buddy in
Stephen Harper,” Diamond said, adding
that he thinks this will be an issue
brought up at the upcoming Liberal
policy and leadership convention in
Montréal at the end of November.
Four delegates from each of the
55 Young Liberal university chapters
will attend the conference.

‘Unbiblical’ creation debate spawns
protest at Trinity Western University
ANGELA WIEBE
Mars’ Hill

LANGLEY, BC (CUP)—In an effort
to secure a meeting with Trinity
Western University’s Board of
Governors, Cam Copeland has stood
guard with a homemade protest sign
at the University’s entrance for several
days over the past three weeks.
Copeland, the father of a 1985
TWU alumnus, has held a regular
demonstration in protest of what he
calls unbiblical teaching by some of
the University’s professors.
“I’m concerned about the fact that
the University has people on staff that
openly deny Genesis,” he said.
Copeland said he ﬁrst took note of
a TWU professor’s stance on creation
as recorded in Genesis 1:11 after
attending a conference on the subject
held on campus last spring.
According to Copeland, two professors spoke in condescending tones
towards the conference’s speaker and
claimed the Bible’s creation story was
nothing more than a myth.

“Once you start to say that, where
does the rest of the Bible fall?” Copeland
asked at the TWU campus entrance.
But Dirk Buchner, a religious studies professor, denies Copeland’s assertions, stating that he never claimed
the biblical story of creation to be
non-historical.
“I think I was just trying to say that
these guys should not read Genesis
as literal history, but as a metaphor,”
Buchner said. “[The Bible] wishes to
tell us that God made the world, not
how God made the world.”
Buchner said he originally attended
the conference last spring in order to
protest against the view of a literal,
six-day creation story.
He said it’s foolish to believe that
the Earth was created in six days,
adding that those that view Genesis
1:11 as 100 per cent literal are “really
very unskilled” at reading the Bible.
Buchner asserted further that conference attendees such as Copeland had
misconstrued his arguments. His public
statements never claimed the creation
story to be mythological, he noted.

“I feel they are a dangerous group,”
Buchner said of those that hold a literal
creation view. “They are very, very
isolationist.”
According to Buchner, many supporters of the six-day creation story disregard
any scholarship that refutes their claims.
Copeland and Buchner met for
the ﬁrst time last Wednesday as they
debated both sides of the creation argument. While both men left the meeting on what Buchner called “friendly
terms,” Copeland is unsure on whether
he will continue his protest or not.
“I don’t want to hurt anyone.”
Copeland said, “But the overall truth
is more important than any one
person, including myself.”
Although TWU has no intentions of
prohibiting Copeland from protesting
in the future, as he’s on land owned by
the Township of Langley, the University
also has no intentions of accommodating his request to meet with the Board
of Governors.
“We have no further plans at this
point,” said Glen Forrester, executive
assistant to the President.
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